Strain dependent response of circadian rhythms during exposure to continuous illumination.
Enzymes activities were measured, at three hours intervals, during 30 hours, in various tissues of C57BL/6J and A/J male mice. The measurements, were carried out on mice which were exposed for two, five and twenty one days to continuous illumination. Identical measurements were performed also on mice which were kept in alternating 14 hours light: 10 hours dark. Activity patterns of each group were analysed to test the presence, or absence, of rhythm characteristics. The results of the experiments with C57BL/6J have been previously reported. The comparison of the results, which were obtained from the two strains revealed that under exposure to alternating light: dark conditions all activity patterns exhibited a significant circadian rhythm. Except for one enzyme (thymus GAPD), the times of peak activity (acrophase) were identical for all other examined enzymes, in both strains. On the other hand when the two strains were exposed to continuous illumination they differed in their response to the effect of continuous light. The activity of the same enzyme exhibited different periodicity and/or different acrophase in each of the two strains. This variability reflects the existence of genetic differences, between the strains in the free running behavior of these enzymes' activity rhythms.